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To: ’'sharon.dickinsors@lacity.org" <sharon.dickinson@lacity.org>

On Nov 7, 2016, at 5:03 PM, Dale Denmark <denmarkd@msn.com> wrote: 

Dear Honorable Members of the City Council:

i strongly oppose the project on 11600 Dunstan and I support the appeal as submitted in Council 
File 16-1155.

i have already sent letters to the Council members on the PLUM committee for the Appeal Hearing on 
10/25 and to Councilmember Bonin for the meeting when the whole Council would have met on 11/2 which 
has been continued to tomorrow 11/8.

In those letters i went into detail why both the haul route and the project should be halted. I wifi emphasize 
here that the proper tests must be done on the toxic waste site on the VA property which is so dose to 
the excavation area of this project. A traffic study should also be done before the project is started to see 
if the very congested Barrington Avenue can handle more than 150 cars than Dunstan Way already has 
now as well as delivery trucks which will be going in and out after the project is completed.

It is unacceptable to approve a haul route no matter what time limits are put on it each day (SAM to 2 or 3 
PM) if the traffic congestion which is impossible now will be exacerbated permanently after the project is 
finished. As I mentioned in a prior letter, there are a total of 6 driveways adjacent and opposite Dunstan 
Way— 3 on each side that have cars going in and out all day. It is difficult now and certainly with 150 
more cars entering and exiting Dunstan Way, it will make it not only more difficult to get onto 
Barrington from aif these driveways BUT cause more accidents than there are already happening! 
There are blind spots from trucks parked as well as the curves on Barrington.

I and my neighbors on Barrington between Sunset and San Vicente will be most appreciative if you will 
give your support to terminate this project.

Sincerely,

Dale Denmark
530 S. Barrington Ave. #103
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